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Abstract

The explosive growth in the usage of electronic mail is also increasing the need for an efficient anti-image spam filter that can help Internet Service Providers, administrators and users. The current market need is to have filters that can detect spam emails inspite of the numerous innovative ways spammers use to create image spam emails and which can stop them from entering the inbox. In general, an anti spam filter identifies spam/ham mails in two main steps. The first is feature extraction and the second is classification of ham and spam mails. In this paper, the usage of multiple features is analyzed. An intermediate step that performs fusion of these multiple features and constructs optimal feature subset from this fused set is also presented. This is
performed using an amalgamation of techniques that combines Genetic Algorithm with hybrid multiple filter-based and wrapper-based feature selection algorithm. The Support Vector Machine classifier is used to classify email images as spam or ham. Experimental results show that the proposed filter is efficient in terms of precision, recall, f-measure and accuracy when compared to the conventional system.
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## 1 INTRODUCTION

Electronic Mail (Email) is one of the primary communication media for information exchange and distribution, due to the various merits offered like being fast, geographically independent and easy to use. An unwanted consequence of the e-mails is the Spam mail, also called as junk mails or unsolicited bulk mails, which is defined as unsolicited messages sent by email in the form of commercial advertisements that may hide malwares as scripts or other harmful executable file attachments. Spam mails are considered as one of the biggest and most serious issue of emailing, which has been growing steadily since 1990s and is expected to be the most crucial security threat of this century (McCafe Lab Threats Report, 2016 and Shcherbakova et al., 2015). Some examples of image spam mails are shown in Figure 1
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Out of the various techniques used during the creation of spam mails, image spam mails are predominantly used by spammers. Image spam mails have the ability to evade conventional text-based
spam filters by storing the textual part of the message in image format (GIF, JPEG, PNG or BMP) (Wang et al., 2007). Image spam mails are difficult to detect due to the various techniques used by spammers for spam image creation. Several filtering techniques like Bayesian filter, image analysis algorithm, statistical approaches and machine learning algorithms have been proposed (Dinh et al., 2015; Alsmadi and Alhami, 2015). A detailed review of the various anti-spam techniques proposed was presented in our previous work (Dhanaraj and V. Karthikeyani). From this review, it was understood that even though several effective spam filtering software that aim to eliminate 100% of the images spam have been developed, this dream is still not a reality and research in this field is still very active. To reduce the gap between this reality and dream, this paper proposes feature extraction and selection algorithm combined with machine learning algorithm to improve the accuracy of image spam mail detection.

The proposed image spam filter enhances spam identification in 3-steps algorithm. The first step is feature extraction where four feature sets are extracted, instead of single set of features used by the existing filters. The second step performs feature subset selection and fusion using multiple filtering algorithm, Genetic Algorithm (GA) and wrapper-based algorithm. The final step uses the SVM classifier to identify image spam mails. The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 presents the methodology of the proposed filter. Section 3 evaluates the performance of the proposed method in their effectiveness in detecting image spam. Section 4 concludes the work with future research directions.

2 ANTI-IMAGE SPAM FILTER

Given the recent upsurge in image-based spam, the proposed system is developed to classify the images, based on image features into spam or ham. The proposed anti-spam filter is termed as Anti image spam filter using unified Feature fusion and Subset selection algorithm and SVM classifier (AF2S) in this paper. AF2S addresses the task of recognizing image spam as a two-class classification problem between spam and ham images, in a given feature space. The proposed AF2S, as mentioned earlier, identifies spam
and ham mails in four main steps, namely, feature extraction, feature fusion, optimal feature subset selection and spam/ham classification. Details regarding the methods used in each of these steps are presented in the following sub-sections.

2.1 Feature Extraction

Extraction of important and useful features from large heterogeneous spam imagery data set is a crucial task in spam detection. Feature extraction is a process, which transforms the large input data into a form that reduces redundancy. Research in recent years has shown that multiple features can increase the performance of algorithms in pattern recognition and analysis (Srisuwan and Ruchanurucks, 2014). Continuing in this line of research, this work also extracts multiple features, categorized into four main categories, as explained in the following subsections.

A. Metadata Feature Set (MFS) Metadata features can be quickly extracted and have very low computation cost. The five basic metadata features extracted are image width, image height, bit depth, image file type and image size in KB. From these basic features, three more features, namely, aspect ratio, image area and compression are estimated. The image file type feature is constructed as binary feature, whose value is 1 if the file is of a specified type and 0, otherwise. This work considers four image file types, namely, JPEG, GIF, PNG and BMP. Thus, the Metadata Feature Set (MFS) is constructed as an 11-dimensional array, whose elements are presented in Table 1.

B. Color Feature Set (CFS) As RGB (Red-Blue-Green) color space is the most basic and well-known model, the Color Feature Set (CFS) is constructed using the same model. Seven color features are extracted, namely, average RGB, skew, kurtosis, color histogram, color moments and color coherence vector. Thus, the CFS constructed as presented in Table 1.

C. Texture Feature Set (TFS) Texture of images is defined as a function of the spatial variation in pixel intensities and this feature category is selected because of the reason that the texture of natural images and computer generated images (as the case
with spam) is very distinct. Five texture features, namely, autocorrelation, edge frequency, primitive length, co-occurrence matrix and wavelet coefficients are extracted from the images. The features extracted from co-occurrence matrix are contrast, energy, entropy, homogeneity and variance. Wavelet features are extracted using level 2 Haar wavelet transformation, as this is the simplest with low computational complexity. The Texture Feature Set (TFS) used in this work are summarized in Table 1.

D. Shape Feature Set (SFS) Shape is another set of features that has been found to be useful during the discrimination of ham and spam images. In this work, the Shape Feature Set (SFS) (Table 1) is constructed using geometric moments, eccentricity, elongation, compactness, moments of inertia, orientation and a set of edge features. The edge features extracted are number of edges, average edge length.

2.2 Feature Fusion and Subset Selection

issue related to feature set size otherwise termed as “curse of dimensionality”. This work proposes an amalgamation of algorithms, applied in three stages, to perform fusion and subset selection. Stage 1 performs preliminary feature integration to combine the feature vectors from Step 1. Stage 2 uses a multiple filtering algorithm to select optimal features. In order to further improve the feature subsets, Stage 3 also uses a wrapper-based feature selection using Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). The resultant optimal feature subset occupies reduced feature space and at the same time, will help to increase image spam detection accuracy. This algorithm is referred to as “Multi-stage Feature Selection and Fusion Algorithm (MFSFA)” in this work.
The first stage of the MFSFA is to perform a preprocessing step that combines the four feature vectors using a simple integration algorithm. Let the dimensions of the four feature vectors, MFS, CFS, TFS, and SFS, be d1, d2, d3, and d4. The dimensions of each of the four vectors are different, thus will result in imbalance during integration. This problem is solved by using a weighted fusion coefficient, , during integration. The method of estimating for two feature vectors is shown in Figure 2, which is repeatedly applied between two pairs of features to obtain the final Integrated Feature Set (IFS). Thus, the dimension of the final IFS (Integrated Feature Set) will be (d1 +

A. Stage 1 : Feature Integration

The first stage of the MFSFA is to perform a preprocessing step that combines the four feature vectors using a simple integration algorithm. Let the dimensions of the four feature vectors, MFS, CFS, TFS and SFS, be d1, d2, d3 and d4. The dimensions of each of the four vectors are different, thus will result in imbalance during integration. This problem is solved by using a weighted fusion coefficient, , during integration. The method of estimating for two feature vectors is shown in Figure 2, which is repeatedly applied between two pairs of features to obtain the final Integrated Feature Set (IFS). Thus, the dimension of the final IFS (Integrated Feature Set) will be (d1 +
Finally, the IFS is split into training (with 70% features) and testing data (with 30% features).

**Stage 2: Search Space Reduction**

In the second of MFSFA, filtering algorithms are used to pre-select optimal features from the training feature set from Step 1, so that the feature space size is reduced. For this purpose, a multiple filtering algorithm is designed with Markov Blanket Filter. The four filtering algorithms are Mutual Information based Feature Subset Selection (MIFS), Pearson Correlation based Feature Subset Selection (PCFS), Chi-Squared test based Feature Subset Selection (CSFS) and Fisher criterion Score based Feature Subset Selection (FSFS) algorithms. A Markov Blanket Filter (Koller and Sahami, 1996) is then used to select only the non-redundant and relevant features that have maximum predictive power. This step results in four subsets (FSS1, FSS2, FSS3, FSS4), obtained from each of the selected filtering algorithm. This algorithm is referred to as “Multiple Filter-based Subset Selection Algorithm (MFA)”

**Stage 3: Wrapper-Based Feature Selection**

It has been shown that a simple combination of the best individual features selected by the filter selection techniques does not necessarily lead to a good classification performance (Kapoor and Singh, 2016). So, in order to further refine the features selected, Stage 3 algorithm is used. This algorithm is referred to...
as “Wrapper Feature Subset Selection Algorithm based on GA and SVM (WGS)”, in this work.

Initially, the four subsets obtained from the previous stage are used to construct a Feature Pool (FP), constructed through the use of union operation. The conventional GA-based feature selection algorithm is enhanced in two manners. The first is to accept FP as initial population and second is to convert the conventional algorithm as an extension to accept the current population. Both these changes will help in creating an optimal subset that can increase classification accuracy while reducing the feature space size. The general steps are shown in Figure 3.

The WGS algorithm uses GA to stage the search for optimal solutions from a population containing initial hypothesis that is generated using the feature subsets generated in the previous step. Here, each hypothesis (called as individual or chromosome) represents a potential solution and is encoded as a binary string, where a value '1' indicates a selected feature and a value '0' indicate the opposite. The initial population is then evolved in generations, where each chromosome of the current population is evaluated using the fitness function $F$ (Equation 1).

$$F = w \cdot c(FP) + (1 - w) \cdot (1/s(FP))$$ (1)

where 'w' is a parameter between 0 and 1 and is set to 0.8 after several empirical evaluations. The function is composed of two parts. The first part is a weighted classification accuracy $c(FP)$ from the classifier and the second part is weighted size $s(FP)$ of the feature subset represented by FP. Here, the parameter 'w' has to be chosen carefully so that increases the classification accuracy and at the same, reduces the size of FP. The induction algorithm used is the SVM classifier (Section 2.3). Three genetic operators were used during feature selection. They are selection, crossover and mutation. Roulette wheel selection is one of the most popular selection methods for genetic algorithm and is used by the study. The single-point crossover operator, where a cross-over point $i$ is chosen at random so that the first $i$ bits are contributed by one parent and the remaining bits by the second parent. Each individual has a probability $p_m$ to
mutate, in this work, a number of n bits to be flipped in every mutation stage are randomly chosen.

Careful analysis of the above method showed that the performance of WGS depends heavily on the initial population. The initial population should have relatively well-adjusted chromosomes so as to not result in premature convergence. Premature convergence results in a feature subset that may lose significant features as it may have been considered as bad chromosomes. The extended model dynamically changes the conditions for the next iteration by modifying the selected solution set to the initial population. For the new population, the selection scheme, the crossover type and the mutation rate are re-estimated and the whole process is repeated until an optimal solution is reached.

2.3 Step 3 : SVM Classifier

In order to detect spam and ham messages efficiently, this work uses the frequently used SVM classifier (Vapnik, 1995). An SVM classifies image emails by finding the perfect hyperplane that separates all feature points of one class (ham) from those of the other class (spam). The hyperplane for an SVM means the one with the largest margin between the two classes. Margin means the maximal width of the portion parallel to the hyperplane that has no interior data points.

2.4 AF2S

The AF2S is designed to combine all the algorithms described in Sections 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 in the order presented in Figure 4 to detect image spam and ham mail messages. These steps cumulatively enhance the spam detection process as proved by the experimental results discussed in the following section.
Several experiments were conducted to evaluate the algorithms presented in this paper and to study its effect on spam detection. All the experiments were conducted using images from four benchmark datasets, namely, TREC 2005-2007 (http://plg.uwaterloo.ca/ gvcormac/ spam), Dredze (https://www.cs.jhu.edu/ mdredze/datasets/image_spam), Princeton Spam Image Benchmark (http://www.cs.princeton.edu/cass/spam) and Image Spam Hunter (http://www.cs.northwestern.edu/ yga751/ML/ISH.htm). One single dataset was constructed using all the ham/spam image emails from the four dataset. The final dataset, thus contains, 2949 ham image emails and 11906 spam image emails. Details regarding the final dataset constructed in shown in Table 2. A 10-fold cross validation method was used with 70% of data used for training and rest for testing. A baseline system was first constructed for comparison purpose, which used the CFS and conventional SVM classifier for spam/ham classification. This baseline system is referred to as “Baseline system
for Spam/ham classification using Color features and SVM classifier (BSCS) and do not use any feature selection algorithms and optimization operations.

Six metrics, namely, Spam Recall (SR), Ham Recall (HR), Spam Precision (SP), Ham Precision (HP), Spam F-Measure (SFM), Ham F-Measure (HFM) and Accuracy (all measured in %) were used during performance evaluation. The experiments were designed in two stages. The first stage analyzes the effect of feature selection and fusion algorithms on spam detection. Stage 2 experiments evaluate the performance of the proposed AF2S anti spam filter.

3.1 Analysis of Feature Selection and Fusion Algorithms

Table 3 show the spam/ham precision, recall and F-measure of the MFA, WGS, MFSFA and BSCS algorithm along with accuracy.
of ham/spam classification obtained while using different feature selection and fusion algorithms.

Table 3: Analysis of Feature Selection and Fusion Algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>SFM</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>HR</th>
<th>HFM</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BSCS</td>
<td>78.15</td>
<td>79.87</td>
<td>79.00</td>
<td>80.72</td>
<td>81.67</td>
<td>81.19</td>
<td>87.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFA</td>
<td>82.08</td>
<td>84.47</td>
<td>83.26</td>
<td>84.46</td>
<td>85.06</td>
<td>84.76</td>
<td>91.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGS</td>
<td>83.75</td>
<td>86.80</td>
<td>85.25</td>
<td>86.55</td>
<td>87.44</td>
<td>86.99</td>
<td>93.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MFSFA</td>
<td>87.04</td>
<td>89.72</td>
<td>88.36</td>
<td>89.07</td>
<td>91.02</td>
<td>90.04</td>
<td>95.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table, it can be seen that the inclusion of feature subset algorithm has increased the efficiency of anti-spam filter with all the selected performance metrics. The proposed MFSFA produced the maximum efficiency when compared to MFA and WGS, indicating that the combination of filter and wrapper based algorithms with GA as a success towards spam image email detection. The MFSFA has improved accuracy of spam detection by 8.38% when compared to BSCS.

3.2 Analysis of AF2S

Table 4 shows the result obtained by the proposed spam filter, AF2S, introducing MFSFA in the baseline system, to classify ham and spam image emails.

Table 4: Analysis of Anti-Spam filter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>SFM</th>
<th>HP</th>
<th>HR</th>
<th>HFM</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BSCS</td>
<td>78.15</td>
<td>79.87</td>
<td>79.00</td>
<td>80.72</td>
<td>81.67</td>
<td>81.19</td>
<td>87.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AF2S</td>
<td>88.70</td>
<td>91.40</td>
<td>90.03</td>
<td>90.50</td>
<td>92.00</td>
<td>91.24</td>
<td>97.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table, it could be seen that both spam recall and spam precision has increased while using AF2S, with a gain of 11.89% and 12.61% over BSCS respectively. A similar trend can be envisaged
with ham recall and precision also. With respect to these two metrics, the AF2S showed an efficiency gain of 10.81% and 11.23% respectively over the baseline system. A maximum accuracy of 97.23% was obtained by AF2S, indicating that the proposed filter can detect spam image emails in an effective manner, thus, making it an ideal solution to web administrators and users for protecting mail boxes from spammers.

4 CONCLUSION

Increase in spam mails has necessitated the need for an efficient spam/ham identifier that can help Internet Service Providers, administrators and users to efficiently block image spam mail entering inbox. This paper presented an image spam/ham algorithm that used a feature vector that is an integration of multiple features and which was optimized using various techniques like filtering, genetic algorithm and wrapper method. The classifier for identifying spam and ham was support vector machine. Experimental results proved that the proposed method improves image spam identification when compared to the conventional algorithms. Future work is planned in the usage of text-based features that combines the OCR (Optical Character Reader) technology with machine learning classifiers to detect spam mails.
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